Timeline of International Climate Change Milestones
1896: Arrhenius hypothesizes
Planetary Green House effect publishes first calculation of global
warming from human emissions
of CO2.

1859: Tyndall discovers and
suggests that changes in the
concentration of gases that
block infrared could bring
climate change.

≈
1820

1985: First International Consensus on Climate change - Villach Conference
sponsored by the WMO, ICSU, and UNEP declares consensus among experts that
some global warming seems inevitable, calls on governments to consider
international agreements to restrict emissions.

1950: World Meteorological Organization
established from predecessor IMO

1956: First Global Atmosphere Model Norman Phillips in Princeton produces a somewhat realistic computer model of the
global atmosphere. Manabe and Wetherald make a convincing calculation that
doubling CO2 would raise world temperatures a couple of degrees

1920: Ice Age Cause
Hypothesized Milankovitch proposes orbital
changes as the cause of ice
ages.

1957: Global Warming
Debate Begins: Revell
discovers the ocean is
not absorbing excess
CO2 emissions

1972: United Nations Environment
Programme(UNEP) created by the UN
General Assembly

1988: Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) Created - by the
World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and
United Nations Environmental
Programme (UNEP). Toronto
conference calls for strict,
specific limits on greenhouse
gas emissions; UK Prime
Minister Thatcher is first
major leader to call for action.

1992: UN Framework
Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC) created
- in Rio de Janeiro,
international
environmental treaty
negotiated at the United
Nations Conference on
Environment and
Development (UNCED),
informally known as the
Earth Summit, but US
blocks calls for serious
action.

2005: First Treaty to Limit
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Kyoto treaty goes into effect,
signed by major industrial
nations except US. Work to
retard emissions accelerates

2009
Copenhagen conference of the
parties (COP 15) fails to negotiate
binding agreements: end of hopes
of avoiding dangerous future

climate change.

≈
1850

1880

1890

1900

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1919: First International Union of
Climate Scientists (International
Union of Geodesy and Geophysics
(IUGG))
1824: Fourier calculates that
the Earth would be far colder if
it lacked an atmosphere

1889: International Meteorological
Association (IMO) established

1938: Planetary Green House
Effect Discovered - G.S.
Callendar argues that CO2
greenhouse global warming is
underway, reviving interest in
the question.

1960: Keeling accurately
measures CO2 in the Earth's
atmosphere and detects an
annual rise The level is 315 ppm.

1970

1980

1971: First International
Organization to address
Climate Change - United
Nations Conference on the
Human Environment was
held in Stockholm, Sweden
Recommending the
establishment of the
United Nations
Environment Programme
(UNEP)

1967: First International Organization to Study Climate International Global Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP) established, mainly to gather data for better
short-range weather prediction, but including climate.

For a more detailed timeline and history of climate change discoveries and meetings see “The Discovery of Global
Warming”, a hypertext history of how scientists came to (partly) understand what people are doing to cause
climate change.

1978 The First World Climate
Conference - takes place at the
International Workshop on
Climate Issues, held under the
United Nation’s World
Meteorological Organization
(WMO) and the International
Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU)
auspices in Vienna. World
Climate Research Programme
launched to coordinate
international research.

Online link: The Discovery of Global Warming

1990

1981: Hansen et. al. at
NASA’s Goddard Institute
publishes "Climate
Impact of Increasing
Atmospheric Carbon
Dioxide." [(1981). Science
213: 957-66] predicting
the rise in global
temperatures for the
next 30 years.

2000
1993: Annual
meeting of the
Conference of
Parties (COP)
begins under
the UNFCCC
process

1997 5th COP Negotiates the
Kyoto Protocol - setting
targets for industrialized
nations to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions if enough
nations sign onto a treaty
(rejected by US Senate in
advance).

2010

2020

2007: Fourth IPCC
declares Humans Cause
Global Warming - report
warns that serious effects
of warming have become
evident; cost of reducing
emissions would be far
less than the damage they
will cause.

